Branchet Lodge
Gilwell Park

About the building
Branchet Lodge is ideal for larger groups,
sleeping up to 56 people. Located
adjacent to Wilson Way car park so it’s
easy to unload all of your kit for your stay.
The building has six eight-bed dorms, two
twin en-suite rooms and four single ensuite rooms. The building has two sets of
communal toilets and showers, one in
each wing. There is also an additional
communal accessible washroom.
Beds are provided mattress-only, so make sure you bring a sleeping bag and pillow.
The building has a commercial kitchen with everything you need to cater for a group of 56 people.
There’s a large hall for dining or activities, with tables and chairs to seat your group. The hall is
equipped with a TV.
There’s a foyer space with sofas for leaders to relax in the evening; and two drying rooms too for
muddy boots, complete with washing machines for any emergencies.
Download the building floor plan
More building photos
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What’s included?
Kitchen equipment
•

Large gas oven with six-ring
hob

•

Large double sink and draining
board

•

Full-length fridge and freezer

•

Hand washing sink

•

Microwave

•

•

Toaster

Commercial
dishwasher/sanitiser

•

Boiling water dispenser

Kitchen items
We know it’s all too easy to drop a plate or lose a spoon on camp (we’re sure you do
too!). For that reason, we don’t provide exact numbers of each item you’ll find in our
kitchens, but this list should you give an idea of what you can expect to haveJus.
We’ll always make sure there’s enough items to cater for the number of people the
building accommodates.
•

Teaspoons, dessert spoons,
forks and knives

•

Plates, side plates and bowls

•

Cups, mugs and water jugs

•

Chopping boards, sharp knives
and peelers

•

Pans and frying pans in a variety
of sizes

•

Basic utensils such as spatulas,
tongs, wooden spoons, potato
mashers and whisks

•

Mixing bowls, colanders and
measuring jugs

•

Cheese grater

•

Tin opener

•

Baking trays

Cleaning
We provide mops, brooms, dustpans and hoovers. You’ll need to bring your own
cleaning sprays, cloths, washing up liquid and anything else you might need.
We stock all of our accommodation and toilet blocks are stocked with toilet roll and
hand soap.
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